Two Companies, One Mission

To provide the highest quality motion control and automation products, as promptly as possible to improve our customers products and services.

INDUSTRIAL HYDRAULICS

ACCUMULATORS INC. - Accumulators
ATOS - Pumps, Valves, Proportional Controls
DYNAMIC FLUID COMPONENTS - Gear Pumps, Flow Dividers
DYNAPOWER - Hydrostatic Transmission
FLO-TORK - Rotary Actuators
MOOG - Industrial Servo and Proportional Valves
NACHI - Pumps, Valves Gearboxes
OLAER HYDRAULICS - Accumulators, Oil Coolers, Screw Pumps
OILGEAR - Pumps, Manifolds, Cylinders and Valves
OLMSTED PRODUCTS - High Flow, High Pressure Hydraulics
PENINSULAR - Hydraulic and Pneumatic Cylinders
ORTMAN CYLINDER - Hydraulic and Pneumatic Cylinders
SC HYDRAULIC - Air Over Oil Intensifiers
SUN SYSTEMS INTEGRATOR - Cartridge Valves
TOBUL - Accumulators
VELJAN - Vane Pumps (Dennison Type)

MOBILE HYDRAULICS

BUCHER (COMMAND CONTROLS) - Power Units, Mobile and Cartridge Valves
GALTECH - Gear Pumps
HYDRECO - Mobile Pumps, Valves and Joysticks
METARIS - Cast Iron Gear Pumps and Drives
PARKER (Sterling/Waterman division) - Cartridge Valves
RR-USA - Gearboxes, Motors and Slew Drives
WHITE - Hydraulic Motors

PNEUMATICS

AMERICAN CYLINDER - Miniature Cylinders
CAMOZZI - Cylinders, Valves and Automation Components
CLIPPARD - Pneumatic Valves, Cylinders and Fittings
CONTROL AIR - Precision Regulators
FABCO - Aluminum Specialty Cylinders and Valves
MASTER PNEUMATICS - Filter Regulators and Lubricators
PISCO - Tubing and Miniature Valving
SPARTAN - Miniature Valves
TONSON - Radial Piston Air Motors
VERSA - High Flow, Compact and Stainless Valve Solutions

AUTOMATION PRODUCTS

DANFOSS - Variable Frequency Drive
DE-STA-CO CHANNEL PARTNER - Camco Indexers, Robohand, Workholding Red Handle Clamps, End Effectors
ENETROLS - Industrial Shock Absorbers
FABCO - Linear Slides
FERGUSON - Precision Link Conveyors
GAM - High Precision Gear Reducers
INTEK - Linear Drives
MOTOMAN - Industrial Robots
ORIGIA (Parker) - Rodless Cylinders and Slides
ROBOHAND - Grippers, Slides and End Effectors

LUBRICATION

BIJUR/DELMON - Automatic Lubrication
DOPAG - Automatic Lubrication
FARVAL - Automatic Lubrication
LINCOLN - Automatic Lubrication
LINCOLN ORSCO - Chain Lubrication
MASTER PNEUMATICS - Filters, Regulators, and Lubricators
OIL-RITE - Lube Devices and Sight Gauges

ELECTRONICS

BALDOR - DC/Inverted Drives
BARKSDALE - Pressure Measurement, Manual Valves
BEI - Encoders
CANFIELD CONNECTOR - DIN Connectors
CARLEN - Encoders
DELTATRANS - Motion Controllers
ELECTRIM - Electric Motors
EXLER - Servodrives
MAGNESCALE - Position Feedback
MOOG - Servodrives
MTS TEMPOSERIES - Linear Feedback Transducers
NOSHOK - Electronic Measurement Solutions
ORVITEK - Mobile Automation
SMARTSCAN - Light Curtains

FILTRATION

BETA FLOW - Industrial Filtration
DES-CASE - Moisture Breathers
DMIC - Filters, Ball Valves and Accessories
EATON INTERMOMEN - High Efficiency Filtration
FLOW-EZY - Strainers and Breathers
PTI - Hydraulic Filters
SCHROEDER INDUSTRIES - Industrial Filtration
TURMOIL - Recirculating Chillers
UII - Pressure and Return Filters
ZINGA - Pressure and Return Filters

PROCESS CONTROLS

KOBOLD - Measurement Devices
MTH PUMPS - Centrifugal Pumps

SUPPORT COMPONENTS

AKG THERMAL - Heat Exchangers
ANCHOR FLUID POWER - Flanges and Ball Valves
BAUER GEARMOTORS - Gearmotors
DAMAN - Manifolds and Subplates
DMIC - Ball Valves and Tank Accessories
FAZTEK - Aluminum Extrusions
FLEXTRAL - Hose and Fittings
HYDROCRAFT - Tank Accessories
KURIYAMA - Hose and Fittings
LAKE - Flow Meters
MAGNALOY - Motor Coupling, C-Face and Manifolds
PCI - Pressure Components
SELLING PRECISION - Speciality Manifolds
SNAP-TITE - Quick Couplings
THERMAL TRANSFER - Water and Air Heat Exchangers
TOMPKINS - Fittings
WALTHE PRATZION - Tool Changers/Panel Couplings
VALUE ADDED SERVICES

- Calls answered by a real person that will direct your call to a qualified sales person
- Full time multi person inside sales staff
- Complete repair services for pumps, valves, motors and cylinders
- Pick up and delivery for repair services
- 12,000 sq. ft. manufacturing domain
- PLC’s and programming
- Motion control and programming
- Design and build consultation and fabrication
- Field service and turn key installation
- OEM supply chain management
- Training / fluid power and electrical
- Automatic lubrication sales, service, and installation
- General field service and troubleshooting
- Fully automated state of the art business enterprise computer system
- Electrical panel building
- Full time mechanical and electrical engineering services
- 75 hp hydraulic test stand for pumps and valves
- Complete computerized drawings for all systems (AutoCad & Cadkey)
- Rolling automation demo show
- Specialty market expertise
  - Thermal drilling
  - Municipal water plants
  - Safety solutions
  - Power generation
  - Forest products
  - Flight simulators
  - Primary metals
  - Mobile equipment automation
  - Rescue tools
- Brand interchanges (fit and function)

WE BELIEVE

That if we deal with our customers, vendors, and employees with integrity and proper ethics our company will prosper as will our relationships with our customers.

That the value added services listed above will set us apart from our competition.

Quality products coupled with expertise will produce quality systems.

That we should always be looking for a better way and reward those who find it.

That our customers want to place their order and then forget them until the products show up. Our whole existence is dedicated to making us easy to do business with.

That total quality actually means attitude. In short if the right attitude is present anything can be accomplished. Attitude differentiates us from our competition.